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Topic note 

Dear Friends,  

It is a matter of great pleasure to invite you to an online discussion on Food Security and Nutrition in APEC 
economies.  

This discussion is organized in the context of the “APEC Food Security Training and Workshop” that the 
Agriculture Information Institute of the Chinese Academy of Agriculture Sciences (AII of CAAS) is hosting on 
September 7-9, 2015 in Beijing, China.   

APEC is the premier Asia-Pacific economic forum which goal is to support sustainable economic growth and 
prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region. 

The major objectives of the workshop are to promote communications among APEC economies’ food security 
researchers and experts, build interest on food security strategies, enhance research capacity and offer policy 
recommendations to improve food security. The training and workshop will identify existing methodologies, 
tools and best practices of food security researches and improve future research on food security and research 
issues.  

Notwithstanding the regional aim of the workshop, we believe that the knowledge of experts from APEC 
economies can be of great value to practitioners in the rest of the world on food security and vice versa.  

In order to allow the workshop to benefit the food security community as much as possible, our vision therefore 
is that interested individuals, food security professional, practitioners, researchers and students from all over 
the world can join this event through this online discussion. On the days of the workshop we will share the 
write-up and results from the training sessions with all of you, while the inputs received through this online 
discussion will be discussed at the meeting.   

Given the above we would like to invite you to reflect on the following guiding questions drawing on the 
experience in your country.  

1. How can smallholder farmers benefit from global value chains? 

2. What is the most striking example of measures that have improved Food security and Nutrition in your 
country in the last decade? 

3. What are the challenges for policy implementation in your country related to food security research?  

4. How can we ensure the participation of youth in the wider food security dialogue? 

If you would like to provide your feedback to the results of this online discussion please do not hesitate to 
comment on the discussions website or to send your comments to fsn-moderator@fao.org.  Please also feel free 
to circulate this information among your colleagues  

Comments are welcome in English, French, Spanish and Chinese 

Our sincere thanks go to all of you for the active participation and the open exchange of views! 

We look forward to meeting you online. 

Prof. Nie Fengying 

Director 

International Division 

Agriculture Information Institute  

Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

  

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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Contributions received 

1. Zhu Zengyong CAAS, China 
In China, there are millions of small holders. Compared with the large scale farmers in developed 
countries, the farmers in China faced significantly higher production costs, such as higher labor cost, 
higher fertilizer price. Especially recently years, the prices of food crops have been decreased. Even 
though the prices of maize, wheat and rice had kept relatively higher. The gap of food prices between 
China and foreign countries was becoming wider. However, the income of farmer is still lower, 
compared with the returns of economic crops. How to improve the income of small holder farmers is 
very important for the future of China's food security and sustainable production of food crops. 

 

2. Zhu Zengyong, CAAS, China 
Compared with the foreign farmers in developed countries, especially USA, Canada, Australia, the 
farmers in China on the value chain have poor voice.  After they sold their products, e.g., maize, wheat 
and rice, they were never involved in the market, no matter how the processed products price went. So 
How to solve the problems is very important for farmer benefitting from the global value chain. 

 

3. Zhu Zengyong, CAAS, China 
Scale production of staple crops is the future direction of agriculture in China. As the policy supports, 
more and more family farmers is now engaged in scale production and the farmers association, 
processing industry. Thus, in the future, by the cooperation between large scale farmers and small 
holders in different forms, the small holders could be more involved in the value chain in China, even 
in the world. 

 

4. Huang Yanfang, CAAS, China 
To improve the interests of small holders. At first, we must understand the global value chain very 
well. Global value chain is the product of economic globalization, it is not only to respect the rights of 
parties who involved in the value chain and their own interests, but also to develop and expand the 
common interests of all parties, to avoid protectionism and other factors to interfere or cut off the 
global value chain. Second, to adapt to the changes in the international market as soon as possible to 
make the traditional production and management mode of small farmers as soon as possible to help 
small farmers to comply with international rules, but also to the rapid development, so as to improve 
their competitiveness. 

 

5. Rui Gu, China 
The farmers' cooperative is an important way for smallholders to increase their market power. 
Effective farmers' cooperative can help smallholders to bargain with upstream suppliers and 
downstream middlemen. On the one hand, the huge amounts of purchase can lower the cost of seeds 
and fertilizers; on the other hand, agricultural products of good quality also can help farmers gain 
higher price. 
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6. Mario Pérez Lejarza, Asociación Pueblos en Acción Comunitaria, Nicaragua 
The implementation of a value chain approach is a core issue to link smallholder farmer with global 
market. It is clear. Global market contributes on both: to implement best practices for production and 
businesses and to make compatible smallholders production activities with market standards. The 
linkage among smallholder farmers-Intermediaries-Consumers is a key element for food security and 
sustainable production. It is important also to add value and impact positively the income generation. 
The Global market can help to improve the incomes of smallholder farmer and move on from marginal 
conditions to become actors capable to add resources for society. 

 

7. Robert Vincin, Emission Trading Association Australia Ltd, Australia 
Having served as invited foreign expert to 7 PRC Minister, lecture to Agriculture, Forestry, Science, 
Law universities, and led in soil, food, forestry security across 9 provinces, the challenges for PRC 
2015—is greater than any other nation! Each nation is seriously different not related. With respect 
your questions are too narrow to address “saving the future”! 

The following from hands on teaching! Best to address PRC conditions specifically! 

1. Firstly perpetual land tenure to PRC Farmers Herders. Grow soil, soil-carbon-nutrients. 

2. Food security relies on secure nutrient rich soil and water. Do not set bench marks in a decade 
but perpetual to set a model for you to become farmers. 

3. (PRC greatest challenge is lack of teaching planning perpetual soil, soil-elements hence it must 
import food and fodder and forestry. The problem is UN, UK, USA AU Australia all report 20-40 
more years of soil to grow food. So PRC suffering more than the above a plan to grow soil for 
food and to stop deserts.  Farmer education and land tenure key to survive! 

4. PRC has hand pollinated for 32 years a global challenge is grow soil and bees and lowering 
CO2e. 

5. Teach soil water vegetation atmosphere bees are the only assets of all living matter all else but 
commodities. Sadly without President XI grating land tenure to Farmers Herders you have 14 
more years of soil. 

Best your conference addresses the PRC loss of the 5 base assets and how to write curriculum to 
schools, Universities and Farmer groups. Check PRC media SFA et al for some of my published copies 
but part of the above. Do not close the conference without a projected plan.  

Robert Vincin 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbI8YZmBP8g&feature=youtu.be 

 

8. Han Yaheng, CAAS, China 
Agricultural value chains are organizational schemes that enable a primary product to get sold and 
transformed into consumable end-products, adding value at each step of a gradual process of 
transformation and marketing. It is not only recently that the value chain concept has been entering 
the development debate.  

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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Value chains can be an opportunity to link smallholder farmers in developing countries to lucrative 
markets for consumer goods worldwide. However, how can smallholders engage? Who drives 
smallholder engagement? What makes smallholders benefit? 

 

9. Aigo Alun, AII, China 
In my opinion, global value chain is dependent on the economic globalization, which is closely 
contacted with the development of market economy. So I think the most important for a smallholder to 
benefit from global value chains is the development of market economy and the opportunity for a 
smallholder to take part in the market economy. If a developed market economy exists and 
smallholders have the opportunity to take part in the market economy, smallholders will have chance 
to buy seed, chemical fertilizer, pesticides and other materials and sell his agricultural products in the 
market. These smallholders also have the opportunity to share the achievements of the development 
of science and technology. Then they will have the chance to benefit from global value chains. 

 

10. Huang Yanfang, CAAS, China 
In recent years, to improve food security and nutrition is increasingly concerned by the parties in 
China. From the national respective, in order to improve food safety and nutrition has done a lot of 
efforts. For example, since January 1, 2013, the majority of supermarkets will be forced to put on the 
“4+1”and more information nutrition labels, which is known as “the Chinese food industry revolution”: 
from food safety to the nutritional health; Frozen dumplings, steamed buns, Glutinous Rice Balls, 
shrimp balls, soy sauce and other prepackaged food without food nutrition labels will not be sold. 

 

11. Han Yaheng, CAAS, China 
@ Mr. Aigo Alun AII, China 

It seems clear that relatively large numbers of smallholders can be reached through market systems 
facilitation projects. In addition, smallholders display a willingness to upgrade in order to increase 
agricultural productivity. As might be expected, willingness to upgrade is predicated on smallholders’ 
perceptions of their market opportunities and household capabilities. 

 

12. Zou Zijian, Inner Mongolia Agriculture University, China 
1 Close the yield gap 

By 2050, 120 million hectares of natural habitats will be converted to farming in developing countries, 
the World Wildlife Fund estimates. In many parts of the world, current agricultural land is not 
reaching its potential, yielding 50 percent less than what it could produce. Closing the gap between 
what is being produced and what could be produced would both reduce the need to clear land for 
agriculture and feed 850 million people 

2 Use fertilizer more efficiently 

the use of fertilizers with nitrogen and phosphorus on wheat, rice and maize crops could be reduced 
by 13-29 percent and still produce the same yields. Further efficiency could be gained through 
adjustments in the timing, placement and type of fertilizer. 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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3 Raise low water productivity 

Improving irrigation systems and planting crops that use less water would be an effective way to 
tackle this. For example, rice and sugar cane are among the crops that need the most water. But it¡¯s 
not simple to change the types of crops grown since farmers make decisions of what to grow based on 
market values. One way to encourage change would be to provide economic incentives, but that can 
change based on regional differences and cultural tastes. 

4 Reduce food waste 

Globally, 30-50 percent of food production goes to waste because of inefficient preparation or 
inadequate storage facilities. The United States is one of the biggest culprits for this and needs an 
agricultural land base that is 7 to 8 times larger than a land base in India to compensate for this waste. 
Reducing food waste in the United States, India and China could feed 413 million people per year. 

 

13. Muhammad Yaseen, Agricultural Information Institute of CAAS Beijing, China 
I think extension and advisory services is crucial towards food security by providing opportunities for 
rural farmers to improve their skills and competencies in crop production and crop protection for 
sustainable agriculture and to secure food. For China, there is dire need to bring policy reforms in 
extension and advisory services following developed countries like USA, Australia and UK etc who are 
enjoying from public as well as private extension and advisory services. 

 

14. Demetrio Miguel Castillo, Universidad Experimental Felix Adam, Dominican 
Republic 

[Original contribution in Spanish] 

Los pequeños y medianos agricultores pueden perfectamente involucrarse en el esquema productivo 
atendiendo a necesidades de países grandes que requieran productos que originalmente y por asuntos 
de agroclima no producen. Podemos citar productos como Yucas, batatas, vegetales variados y rubros 
alimenticios de primer orden que ellos no producen. Para ello es necesario educar a esos pequeños 
productores sobre sus viabilidades productivas y en ese sentido. 

--- 

[English translation] 

Small and medium-sized farmers may very well be involved in the production plan in response to the 
needs of large countries that require products that they cannot produce due to their agro- climate. We 
can cite as Yucca products, sweet potatoes, mixed vegetables and first -class food items they do not 
produce. This requires educating these small producers on the practicability of such a production. 

 

15. Si Zhizhi, China 
I want to discuss the third questions; the most serious challenge is the shortage of Agricultural 
resource including land, water, and etc in China. We have to think of the ecological balance as well as 
food supply. It is too difficult to the countries like China which support a lot of people. Import too 
much will threaten self-sufficiency rate, supply ourselves will consume natural resources. 

 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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16. Anna Wang, SCAU, China 
Q4: The youth is the future of the world, so it's essential to attract them to concern food security. 

First of all, make basic knowledge of food security widely available through various means. Only we 
youth know the basics, then we will be interested in food security and have the passion to 
communicate with others about this topic. 

Secondly, most of the youth is in schools/ universities, so maybe we can unite school clubs to hold 
various activities to absorb students focus on food security. More widely, it's better to invite  NGOs or 
other enterprises to join the dialogue which would wider the coverage. 

Food security is not just one question, it has relations with other topics, such as health, nutriology and 
so on, so we can enlarge the topic to attract more youth. 

 

17. Shenghui Li, South China Agricultural University, China 
As for the fourth question how we can ensure the participation of youth in the wider food security 
dialogue, in my opinion, several measures may be taken to make a difference. First and foremost, it's 
necessary to dig out characteristics of youth. For example, youth in China are widely affected by new 
medias like Weibo, Weixin, QQ, APP, etc., instead of traditional ways like curriculums or papers. More 
obviously, they prefer fresh ways to get fragmented knowledge. Therefore, innovating APPs, 
establishing associations or holding forums may be better ways to ensure the participation of youth in 
the wider food security dialogues. Secondly, examples with scientific evidences shall compose the 
main content of food security dialogues. However, who can pay for the measures mentioned above. On 
the one hand, some may come from government organizations, schools, institutions and venture 
companies. On the other hand, some NGOs have been providing free services concerning food 
securities. Last but not the least, it's necessary to establish a food security foundation to coordinate 
problems mentioned above, as well as to put forward food security dialogues. 

 

18. Jiaqi Chen, SCAU, China 
The topic, “How can we ensure the participation of youth in the wider food security dialogue?”, is very 
meaningful. In my opinion, youths actively participate in this topic must have two premise: one the 
one hand, youths should have a profound understanding of food safety and the status of food security; 
on the other hand, Relevant Agencies or Organizations must actively provide a platform for youth to 
exchange views, for example, our online discussion. 

 

19. Rabbit Jessie, SCAU, China 
First of all, the government need to promote and popularize knowledge of food safety. 

Second, the media should guide young people realize the importance of food safety. 

Finally, youth should pay more attention to food safety problems, and express their opinions actively. 

 

20. Zheng Yuchan, South China Agricultural University, China 
How can we ensure the participation of youth in the wider food security dialogue.  

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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Referring to this problem I will think of the importance of food security and the role of youth in this 
society. Food safety is related to human survival and development. As a result, we human beings 
especially young people, should pay attention to this problem. Because young people are the future of 
the country, is the motive force of social progress. On one side, Education departments should be 
promoting the importance of food safety to the students. On the other side, School Can organize 
students to attend activities to understand the food safety knowledge and Collect students' feedback 
and suggestions. On the same time, young people should also actively spread the food safety 
knowledge. 

 

21. Rui Gu, China 
In recent years, women have been more involved in agricultural production in rural China and played 
more and more important role in income generating for household. Women are generally responsible 
for the food preparation for the household, and if they have an income, they are more likely to help the 
household to improve the status of food security. In addition, more typical examples show that women 
have participated in value chain to improve their livelihood, therefore, it is necessary to find a way to 
encourage women to take on new roles in value chain, which can help them to capture more revenues. 

 

22. Beibei Wu, Nanjing Agricultural University, China 
When it comes to the nutrition topic, we did a field investigation regarding the health status of the left-
behind children by CAAS in 2007. We used the indicator--BMI (Body mass index) to capture the 
children's health in migrant and non-migrant households in rural Anhui province. Among the 432 
sampled children, only 31.48% are in good health. 

As stated above, I consider that: 

1. government should make certain prevention measures to strengthen the children’s health education 
and nutritional intervention, by formulating corresponding policies and regulations to enhance the 
popularization of nutritional knowledge. 

2. great attention should be paid to dietary habits with a focus on forming healthy behaviours. 

 

23. Rundy Lee, China 
From my point of the fourth question, I think to ensure the participation of youths in wider food 
security issue need bidirectional efforts. 

In one respect, strengthening agricultural education is essential and vital for youths. Through this way, 
it makes they have preliminary understanding to food security. In order to enhance propaganda, 
provide some novel ways to attract young people's attention. Such as using the internet platform to 
push a lot of relevant videos or interesting pictures. 

In other respect, the youths must set up a good awareness ,a correct attitude and spend their spare 
time to pay attention to the problems of this field. After all, this is closely related to life. If you have the 
opportunity to participate in the discussion, treat it actively. Everything has its own charm, I believe 
that everyone will gain a lot. 

Therefore, with the joint efforts of both sides, this thing will be promising. 
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24. Anna Yeritsyan, Armenia  
Looking through the comments list I thought that a good method for addressing question 4 will be 
through schools. If today they take time to teach children in schools be tolerant to different members 
of the society, such as refugees, sexual minorities, or people of all religions, then teaching the 
importance of food security should certainly be included as well. IB (international baccalaureate) 
diploma schools have a subject called CAS (Creativity, action, service) where the students can 
implement social work and get credit for it. Why not to include the issue of food security as a topic 
there?  

 

25. Tengfei Zhang, Nanjing Agricultural University, China  

I would like to answer the second question. 

I am interested in China's "Nutrition Improvement Plan" for rural students during nine-year 
compulsory education. As big part of China's long-term educational reform, the plan aimed to solve the 
nutrition problems of pupils in rural shools. The program subsidized every child with 3 Yuan per 
day in 2012, and the total expenses on each child was 600 yuan per year. By using the money, many 
schools provided their students with "a carton of milk and an egg" per day. Due to poverty, many rural 
students in western China could rarely eat those two foods before that, so the program had a 
significant effect on their's nutrition and health. According to a survey, the anemia rate of rural 
students in western China decreased around 3%, and their weights and heights increased about 0.3 kg 
and 0.3 cm respectively since the program was implemented, and they got higher scores in exams as 
well. Since the total expenses of the program only made up 3% of central governmental budget, I think 
the program couldn't be a big burden for the goverment. Desipte there are some problems in the 
implementation, I think the chronic infulence of the program will be tremendous compared with the 
limited cost. 

 

26. Mohammadreza Davari, Ypard, Iran 

Regarding question one, I should say two things can help them in my point of view, first giving them 
opportunity to get organic, biodynamic etc. certificate or produce crops with high quality (because 
they have mostly small field or farm) therefore they can sail their products in higher price and even 
export to developed countries, in this way government and big company invest in rural area and cover 
their lands. Secondly, it is necessary to establish post harvest companies in rural areas to do it and 
packaging their products.  

About question two, there are different successful stories in my country, but most striking example 
could be develop fish culture in dryness area instead of vegetables and crop cultivation. 

One of most important challenges regarding Food Security Research in Iran is ignoring quality of food. 
In other words, most research work only have pay attention to amount of production even by 
unsustainable methods and unhealthy materials like GMO.  Another negative point in Food Security 
Research is lack of economic analysis in research works either ecological or financially. For example, 
most of researchers don’t calculate virtual water in their analysis! in spite the fact Iran is located in 
arid and semi arid area and face to climate change and global warming nowadays! 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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In my view, for involving youth in agriculture ei. food security, we should make it more interesting and 
use of modern technology in this sector. We, in YPARD Iran, are developing a concept entitled "ECO- 
FRIENDLY VILLAGE" which you can find attached. We can change our rural area more environmental 
friendly to achieve our goals in Food Security by young researcher by following "ECO-FRIENDLY 
VILLAGE CONCEPTS". 

I would appreciate if you assist me to improve the concept! 

Link to the concept note: 
http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/sites/default/files/resources/Promote%20Agriculture%20Among%2
0Youth%20People%20%28M.R.%20Davari%2C%20Iran%29.pdf  

 

27. Dosse Sossouga, ADET, Togo  

1-) Les petits agriculteurs pratiquent l'agriculture traditionnelle avec la houe ou la daba. Quelques 
rares personnes louent de tracteur pour le premier défrichage. La culture de céréales: maïs, mil, la 
culture d'oléagineux et de tubercules est plus fréquent. certains agriculteurs bénéficient de prêts 
agricoles de l'Etat et d'angrais chimiques. Ces prêts sont souvent rembousés en nature après la récolte. 
Il faut signaler que peu d'agriculteur bénéficie de ces avantages. 

Pour rectifier, il faut que le projet de prêt soit accessible à tous les petits agriculteurs. Il faut créer les 
adaptations climatiques favorable à la production agricole rentable. Il faut le reboisement et la 
protection des forêt et éviter les feux de bousse. La campagne agricole doit viser la modernisation de 
l'agriculture, la rentabilité en passant par l'énergie renouvelable, l'agriculture mécanisée, d'où le 
transfert de la technologie agricole. 

2-) Pour lutter contre la sécurité alimentaire, le Ministère de l'agriculture a créé un service appelé 
ANSAT qui octroie les prêts aux agriculteurs et gère les produits reçus en contrepartie. Mais cette 
année 2015, le prix des céréales sur le marché est très élevé :850Fcfa le bol contre 500Fcfa en 2014. Le 
changement climatique, la rareté des pluies, des penuries céréalières en sont les causes. Donc la 
sécurité alimentaire au Togo n'est plus une assurance si déjà  au 4 septembre, il n'y a pas encore eu 
une première pluie pour la petite saison qui commence normalement déjà en Août. 

3-) Des recherches au Togo portent sur les semences rentables mais il reste beaucoup à faire sur le 
plan technologique, les terres arables, les pecticides non nuisible à l'homme etc... 

4-) Pour impliquer la jeunesse dans le dévelopement agricole, il faut une politique agricole  orientée 
vers une formation agricole, une modernisation de l'agriculture, un recrutement des jeunes dans le 
secteur agricole avec toutes les garanties de sécurité sociale, une adaptation climatique avec l'énergie 
renouvelable, le développement de la technologie et de la science. 

 

28. Paul von Hartmann, California Cannabis Ministry, United States of America   

4. How can we ensure the participation of youth in the wider food security dialogue? 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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At Farms & Gardens for the Disabled, we raise the level of the soil to within easy reach. This has 
several effects on the gardening dynamic.  

Youth are more likely to participate in the food security dialogue if gardening is made more accessible. 
There appear to be three main reasons for this. 

1. Gardening is more enjoyable if you can stand upright, move around, and work with others. 

2. Success grows enthusiasm.  

3. Elevated gardening can happen almost everywhere.Food, herbs and natural remedies can be 
produced in places where it is otherwise not possible to grow anything. 

The passage of knowledge and experience from elders to youth is facilitated, simply because both can 
work the same beds.  

Insect pests, rodent infestation, weeding and watering are all managed more easily in beds that have 
been raised three feet (one meter) into the air. 

http://www.herb-blossom.com/RaisedBeds.html  

 

29. Moshafaqur Rahman, Bangladesh   

Hello; 

How can smallholder farmers benefit from global value chains? 

- Govt/business groups of that local/regional can sell report day to day like weather, soil & many that 
those small farmers can be benefitted.     

What is the most striking example of measures that have improved Food security and Nutrition in 
your country in the last decade? 

-Now Bangladesh is thinking to use disaster as an option for development. 

What are the challenges for policy implementation in your country related to food security research? 

-Too many branches & research is ignored. 

How can we ensure the participation of youth in the wider food security dialogue? 

-It's better to have mobile research & data updating center for each village. 

Regards, 

Moshfaqur 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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30. Germaine Gbete, AII-CAAS, China  
Small farmers can benefit from global value chain by overcoming some challenges to access training 
services and develop the technical and managerial capabilities they need to improve their 
productivity. Economic growth in many countries like China and some Asian countries has continued 
as Scientific and technical knowledge has been used to rise the productivity of labour. In Togo, more 
than 60% of small farmers have no access to technical knowledge. It's important that government and 
partners have to play an important role in promoting skill and innovation investment among young 
people and all stakeholders to improve some important determinants of agricultural productivity in 
the country. 

 

31. Julybeth Marquez, Ministry of Agriculture, Chile 
Hello everyone,  

It has been very interesting to read your opinions and points of views in this subject. As for Chile, food 
security has a particular approach, since the country has dramatically reduced its poverty rates during 
the last 20 years and we no longer have hunger problems. Moreover, the Chilean policies have been 
export oriented since the early 90's and nowadays we count on a wide platform of free trade 
agreements that allows our consumers to access to an important variety of products (foods) at very 
competitive prices, at the same time that the producers have the opportunity to join global value 
chains.  

Considering the aforementioned, here are my comments on some of the questions: 

1.- there are 2 types of agriculture in Chile: entrepreneurial agriculture and family farming. the first 
one has become very successful on participating and leading global value chains, even positioning the 
country into the top ten world exporting ranking in products like tablegrapes, blueberries and 
cherries. On the other hand, we still have a challenge on incorporating family farmers to global value 
chains. In order to accomplish that, we have to grant the farmers better acces to technologies and 
information as well as higher levels of education, to make them more competitive and empowered 
enough to dimish the chain on the distribution levels. This is one of the main objectives of the Ministry 
of Agriculture.  

2.- To improve nutrition, there has been policies developed to ensure child's nutrition trough the 
schools and monthly economic support for the people under certain income level, in order to help 
them cover their basic needs.  

3.- The main challenge for policy implementation related to food security research is to stablish a food 
security concept based on the Chileans reality, considering the quality of the nutrition as the major 
issue.  

4.- We will ensure the participation of youthness as long as we put the focus of the dialogue on the 
appropriate subject.  

 

32. Dayan Link, Nanjing University of Science & Technology, China 
As to the third question: 

What are the challenges for policy implementation in your country related to food security research? 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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What I want to talk about it is as following: 

[Chinese original]  

        到目前为止，一国可以实施的粮食安全战略主要有：国内生产、粮食进口、“农业走出去”。立

足国内生产是许多国家尤其是包括中国在内的人口大国长期实施的粮 食安全保障政策，但随着全球

化进程的推进，粮食进口与农业走出去在已显示出其必要性和必然性。然而，如何处理好粮食进口

和农业走出去与国内生产之间的关系 是国家政府们必须考虑的问题。在有限资源的约束下，一国如

果完全立足国内生产，其保障粮食安全的成本将过大，且这种方法难以持续。但是，如果大量依赖

进 口，则将使国内粮食安全深受国际粮食市场的影响，不仅经济风险和市场很大，而且可能破坏国

内粮食生产的基础，甚至对国内粮食综合生产能力产生灾难性的影 响，国内粮食安全状况可能也难

以得到根本性改善。类似地，“农业走出去”虽然可以提高世界粮食产量，抑制世界粮食价格的上涨

甚至降低世界粮食价格，提高本 国粮食进口的可获性，缓解本国粮食进口的国际舆论压力，但其对

本国粮食安全真正的影响如何，也是个值得深入研究和有待验证的问题。 

        以中国为例，在经济发展、人民收入水平提高及居民消费结构升级的带动下，中国粮食需求不

断攀升，而在国内资源环境硬约束下，粮食产量增长有限且粮食生产成 本和国内粮食价格居高不

下。在粮食进口市场高度开放的情况下，中国粮食生产的比较优势和国际竞争力逐渐下降，粮食进

口量不断突破历史新高。不断扩大规模的 粮食进口一方面有效补充了国内粮食供给，但另一方面也

抑制了国内粮食价格的提高，抑制了以大豆为代表的国内粮食的生产。如何提高农民种粮积极性促

进粮食生 产成为继续困扰着中国政府的难题。在WTO框架下，中国可采取的国内支持、边境措施等

政策越来越有限，对于国内外不断缩小甚至反转的粮食价差几乎无计可 施，而目前在“农业走出去”
方面又尚未有足够成熟的经验和思路可借鉴和推广。 

[English translation]  

To date, the food security strategies that a county can resort to mainly include: domestic production, food 
import and ‘going global’ of agriculture. Reliance on domestic production is often a policy option to 
secure food supply adopted by many countries, particularly large populous ones including China, 
however, with the globalization process, food import and ‘going global’ measures have also proving 
necessary and inevitable. But the balance between food import and ‘going global’ and domestic 
production has become an issue of concern for national governments. In the context of limited resources, 
food security will be too costly and unsustainable if a country relies solely on domestic production; while 
on the other hand, over-reliance on import may result in domestic food security being strongly influenced 
by international food market. This will not only bring about great economic and market-related risks but 
may also undermine the basis of domestic food production and may even lead to disastrous impact on 
overall domestic food production capacity, which will make it difficult to achieve fundamental 
improvement of national food security. Similarly, although ‘going global’ can help increase food 
production worldwide, curb international food price surge and even lower price levels, thereby increasing 
food import availabilities and easing any international discontent over food import, the real impact on 
domestic food security remains an issue calling for further scrutiny and test. 

In the case of China, food demand has been on the rise driven by economic growth, rising living standards 
and upgrade of consumption patterns. Under the stark constraints of domestic resources, the country’s 
food production is not expected to increase without limits, and the cost of production and domestic food 
price remain at high levels. Against the background of highly open food import market, the comparative 
advantage and international competitiveness of China’s food production have diminished, and its food 
import volume keeps on setting historical records. The increasing food import has on the one hand 
effectively filled the gap in domestic food supply and yet on the other hand also held back domestic food 
price rise and suppressed domestic production of food crops, particularly that of soybean. The Chinese 
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government continues to be haunted by the persistent challenge to incentivize farmers to produce food 
and increase food supply. Under the WTO framework, policy options such as domestic support and border 
measures at China’s disposal have become increasing limited, and it seems that there is little that the 
government can do in the face of narrowing and even reversing food price margins between domestic 
market and international market, while currently there is not yet any good practices and concepts 
available on ‘going global’ that can be drawn upon and scaled up. 

 

33. Merie Dada Unagi Papua New Guinea Department of Agriculture and Livestock 
1. How can small holder farmers benefit from Global Value Chain? 
I think for smallholders to benefit, it all depends on the government to provide incentives like creating 
market for farmers, providing / conducting training to improve their produce. In that way, farmers 
will be encouraged to produce more as there is more income. 

2. What is the most striking example of measures that have improved food security and Nutrition in 
your country in the last decade? 
There wasn't any improvement in food security and nutrition in my country Papua New Guinea in the 
last decade. 

3. What are the challenges of policy implementation in your country related to food security research? 
Farmers not coporating, funding constraints, Lack of monitoring and evaluation. 

4. Youths should be encouraged especially in schools, they should be told of the income benefits of 
food production so that to motivate them to participate. 

 

34. Dadji Stephane Serge Bonny Côte d'Ivoire Programme National de Nutrition 
The Participation of youth in the wider food security dialogue could be ensured through different 
channels. First of all, youth could be involved in food security dialogue when they are still in primary 
or high school. That means their life sciences teachers should make them bold to food security 
discussion to increase their interest in that area. Secondly  media like TV show on food issue could also 
involve youth in food discussion to increase their awareness in food issue. Finally, international 
conferences in food security should be organized in developing or developped  countries  for youth as 
we know there is several youth organisations like YPARD and others youth organisations. Do so will 
help youth in wide food discussion and interact in FSN forum. 

 

35. Yanjiao Wei China Nanjing Agricultural University 
As we all know, good nutrition is the foundation of human health. The malnutrition situation could be 
divided into three types of burden: first type of the burden is hungry situation where calories are not 
enough and their daily caloric intake is seriously insufficient. It is reported that there are nearly 80 
million people around the world still do not have enough to eat. The second is called hidden hunger, 
stuffed while nutritional imbalanced, lack the necessary trace elements. The third heavy burden is 
overweight and obesity. There are still  2.1 billion people confused with overweight and obesity. The 
economy all over the world has suffered damage caused by malnutrition, 5% of GDP damage each 
year. 

As the biggest developing country and the world's second biggest economy, China suffered the issue of 
malnutrition heavily. Food security incidents occur frequently and the successive exposure, so crisis of 
consumer trust in domestic food is increasing. 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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In this context, measures should be taken to protect the food security, such as building a food safety 
traceability system, to strengthen the construction of food safety law system and strengthen the 
supervision of food safety. 

These measures have taken some effect already. However, the issues of food security and nutrition has 
not been solved totally. More measures should be taken gradually in the future. 

 

36. Bishnu Bahtt, Tokyo University, Japan 
In my personal understanding participation of youth in the food security dialogue is a sensitive and 
burning issue for the current world. some people are losing their life due to shortage of food in 
different parts of the world, where as there is excess food in  opposite pole of the world. Considering 
the case of my country the food related international organization can initiate some sort of regional 
/international seminars ,conference and talk pogram incorporating the youth of different parts of the 
world . Similarly organizing the world conference may be an alternative to spread the message of food 
security all over the world. 

The institutions like agriculture Information institute can initiate to come up with some sort of 
regional or international conference incorporating the young students from the best universities in the 
world, NGOs,INGOs and academia . I am sure this will have unexpected output to achieve the goal of 
the program. 

With thanks 

Mr. Bishnu Bhatt 

The University of Tokyo 

From Nepal 

 

37. Xue Xiong Graduate school of Chinese academy of social sciences, China 
To the first question, according to my research experience, in recent years, some smallholder farmers 
have taken the land as shares to join  agricultural companies or cooperatives. If the contract is 
reasonable, farmers will enjoy the value-added benefits. The point is that the information between the 
related company, cooperatives and smallholder farmers is same or not. 

 

38. Germaine GBETE, AII-CAAS, China  
Food security is a huge dimension. It takes into account aspects such as availability in quantity and 
ensures proper quality of food often provide by domestic production or import. This aspect is almost 
respected by many countries and Togo’s government also has understood and more involved by 
establishing a National Food Security Agency (ANSAT) which collect and redistribute the production in 
the dries seasons. However, access to food is really difficult for poor people without enough food to 
satisfy their least need is often ignored by the decision’s makers. The neglect of this aspect brings 
many people who have low income the malnutrition, because it’s difficult to them to ensure their three 
meals recommended by many studies per day. 
Regarding the use of food, Togo still making some efforts by many strategies plan, but it remains the 
sanitary control aspect, the only way to get a nutritional well-being, so that will meet all the 
physiological needs. And to finish, the stability of food prices in local markets are very varied and very 
high for poorest to ensure its well-being. 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
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Regarding youth participation of food security dialogue, Togo is now member of YPARD( Young 
Professional Agricultural Research Development), so many young are now involve in food security by 
online discussion and group discussion. Many effort remain to do to spray among the young people, 
how to be more involve in agriculture and food security in Togo. 

 

39. Eliamoni Lyatuu, Chinese Academy of Agriculture Science, United Republic of 
Tanzania  

The Forum is quite a good avenue to share knowledge, congrats to the organizers. 

All questions are interesting but I will base on all questions except for question two. 

1. How can smallholder benefit from global value chain? 

There is only two ways I can discuss that will make me answer the question. 

first; smallholder farmers need to be part of plan/program/policy making, which will make him/her 
acquire information all the time on the value chain, its challenge, its length and benefit of breaking 
some stage. the small holder farmers are very knowlegeable about agriculture practices in their local 
area but blind of the value chain. Most of the time decision are made for them, which simply make 
them loose benefits. this includes removing some stage that reduce smallholder farmers profit such as 
middle men, who always take advantage of information they have for both ends (farmers and 
consumers) to get all junk of profit (that should have gone to farmer). 

Seccond way: Reduce all Nuisance tax that charged farmer in all stages of value chain. The nuisance tax 
are given fancy name such as levy, tall or contribution but all chop the profit of farmers. Removing all 
taxes will make the value chain smooth and smallholder farmers can reach global market. this goes 
with transparency of information to smallholder farmers. 

3. challenges for policy implementation: 

The policy implementation are major setback for food security policy implementation, researchers and 
policy maker always come out with very good policies, but mostly were not involving all stakeholders, 
especially smallholders farmers. This goes to question one of having participatory approach and 
transparent on the information. Most the smallholder farmers who are major stakeholders are ignored 
in the process of developing policy which inturn became difficult in the implementation, leaving the 
policies shelved. 

4. Youth participation in a dialogue. 

Its interesting question for discussion which can be discussed all year long. on my side i would like to 
categorise in three main area. 

First. Food security is agriculture, which in most cases is done by experience and aged people who 
happen to inherit, doing agriculture as subsistance, or doing it because they have nothing to be done. 
In simple words they happened to be in agriculture by defaults (not their original choice). 

Second; Food security (agriculture) has so many challenges, one being slow in payback for investment. 
As we know youth like fast paying business, since have so much to do with money. so they dont 
participate in dialogue as is not making them earn money or think that is time wasting. 

third: Govements, and community does not have good environment that favour youth to engage in 
such a dialogue. most people engage in dialogue that pay back, and since agriculture needs land and 
land is always occupied by elders, and only way youth to get land is by waiting until the parents retire 
from agriculture, die, or buying land. Of which none of this suites youth, so they simply find another 
area that will make them active and benefit. 
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Of these three points: youth will participate is food security dialogue if it made with "Swag" (attractive 
to them). This can be done by making fancy programme that can be accessed in social media, like 
wechat, whatsapp, facebook and come out with funny video clips, or pictures that make them 
comment or participate. 

I submit my simple contribution!! 

 

40. Miranda Mirosa, University of Otago, New Zealand  
Q1) Small holder farmers can benefit from global value chains (GVC’s) in multiple ways. These benefits 
can include: income and employment, more market options for their products resulting in more sales 
and/or higher prices received for their products, improving their business through cost reductions, 
upskilling by training, capacity building etc. However, engagement in GVC’s does not automatically 
result in these aforementioned benefits for all small holder famers. In recent years we have witnessed 
increasing consumer-driven trends for purchasing ethical and socially responsible products. This 
demand has resulted in international buyers of primary products being motivated to demonstrate 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) in their buying practices. The effect of this is the increase in the 
number of GVC’s that aim to improve the livelihoods of small holder farmers. Increasing consumer 
concern in developed countries for farmers facing poverty in other parts of the world will likely rise as 
global consciousness of issues such as this will continue to increase in the future (I hope!).  

Q2) One of the biggest challenges/ bottlenecks for food security is improving the governance of trade 
facilitation frameworks. Of utmost importance is making sure gains from trade and GVC engagement 
etc. are distributed amongst all players in a more equitable manner than is happening currently at 
present.  This requires more effective and more socially just management of supply chains. 

Another big challenge for food security is food loss and waste throughout our supply chains. People 
are not hungry because of a shortage of global food supply. The world is producing more than enough 
food to feed every single person on this planet. The Food and Agricultural Organization (2011) 
estimate that recovering just half of the food that is lost or wasted (estimated to be approx. 30% of the 
global food supply) could feed the world alone. Therefore, addressing world hunger is not simply a 
challenge of increasing food production; it is also a challenge to reduce the amount of food produced 
that is wasted. There are some interesting developments which are aiming to reduce food waste at 
various food waste hotspots along the food system. Downstream in the supply chain, initiatives are 
underway to cut crop waste. Crops that were previously left to rot in the fields, because bad weather, 
or market imperfections, or canceled supply contracts with foods direct from the famers’ field to 
donate to people in need. Scientists are working on advancing post-harvest technologies to control 
quality and extend the shelf-life of fresh products. The food processing and logistics industries are 
finding solutions for their waste with innovations which range from packaging and new storage 
technologies, through to finding ways to create value from byproducts. Food retailers are selling ‘ugly’ 
fresh produce for cheaper, removing promotions that explicitly encourage overconsumption such as 
‘two-for-one deals’ and selling nearly-expired food for cheaper. The food hospitality industry is 
experimenting with waste reduction initiatives such as downsizing meals, reducing menu options, 
providing doggy bags and charging diners extra that leave food on their plates. Food that is not able to 
be sold by retailers and caterers is increasingly being donated to food rescue organizations that divert 
unwanted food from supermarkets and catering organizations to help feed the hungry. If not donated 
to food rescue organizations, wasted food from the retail and hospitality sectors is often targeted by 
‘dumpster divers’ who eat food collected from waste bins. Further up the food supply chain, there are 
significant efforts contributing to reducing consumer food waste by providing information, education 
and inspiration for individuals in their private and professional lives. One of the high profile activities 
in this area is the Waste Resources Action Program, based in the UK, which works with individuals, 
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community groups and businesses to reduce food waste through its Love Food Hate Waste community 
engagement program (WRAP 2015). This campaign is now being also run in Australia and in New 
Zealand and other similar campaigns are being run worldwide. Making meaningful reduction in food 
loss and waste will require individual consumers to change their habits but it will also require inter-
sectorial collaborations and conscious efforts from all levels of the food system.   

Q3) Participation of youth in addressing food security is really important. In New Zealand (NZ), food 
security is most prevalent in early-mid-adulthood when expenses for shelter and children’s needs for 
health and education compete for resources for food (Parnell et al., 2001). 

As others on this discussion thread have already mentioned, engaging youth in the primary industries 
is key to help address the current and trending threat of shortage of workers in the agricultural sector. 
A report on the future of NZ’s workforce found that the primary sector will need an extra 50,000 
workers by 2025. To this end, the Ministry for Primary Industries has a range of initiatives to attract 
talented young people into the primary industries. For example, they run an ‘Enterprising Primary 
Industries Careers Challenge’. This challenge aims to raise awareness of the exciting range of careers 
in the primary sector such as farmers and farm managers, engineers and scientists, environmental 
planners and resource managers, product developers and trade officials and marketing consultants. 
The challenge involves a competition for high school students. They have to identify different jobs in 
the primary industries and develop a marketing strategy to promote them to their classmates. More 
about this initiative and others is available on the MPI website https://www.mpi.govt.nz/about-
mpi/our-work/sponsorships/enterprising-primary-industries-careers-challenge/.  Other initiatives 
include graduate programs with the Ministry, and setting up The Primary Industry Capability Alliance 
(PICA). PICA was set up to bring together government, industry and education providers to a look at 
how to upskill and attract more people to the primary industries. http://pica.org.nz/     

Q4) Examples of effective practice in New Zealand (NZ):  There have been some recent efforts in New 
Zealand to address food security from a local government and policy level. Often Food Policy Councils 
(inter-sectorial working groups) are increasingly seen to be a good approach to addressing food 
security issues at a local level. Their work might include developing a food charter (a vision), policy 
and strategies addressing advocacy, land-use planning, urban agriculture, emergency food 
distribution, waste management, community health, and economic development. While the 
development of Food Policy Councils is only in its infancy in NZ, there are good international models of 
such Councils that we can look to such as the Toronto Food Policy Council (1991-current), the South 
Sydney City Food Policy (1996-current), the  Penrith Food Project (1991-current) and the 
Maribyrnong Food Security Project (2011-13).  One of the advantages of Food Policy Councils is that 
they can act as a catalyst for projects from other groups that are linked to food security. These groups 
may include community gardens and community kitchens, advocacy etc. 

On an international trade front, New Zealand has been very successful in creating opportunities for 
exporting businesses and industries. For example, NZ is currently the worlds: 

• 12th largest agricultural exporter (by value) 

• No. 1 sheep meat exporter 

• No. 1 dairy product exporter 

NZ’s ability to maximise primary sector exports has in part been due to the Ministry for Primary 
Industries’ role in providing trusted assurances to importing countries that our products meet their 
requirements. New Zealand has also been successful in maintaining a good reputation worldwide for 
the safety of their food system. 
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41. Botir Dosov, ICARDA-CAC / CACAARI, Uzbekistan  
Dear colleagues, I found many valuable reflections on the guiding questionы, and would like to share 
my view on the question: How can smallholder farmers benefit from the GVCs. 

Recent years the growing awareness of the contribution of smallholders through the value chain to 
income, employment and exports is observed. 

The economic factors of the development of Global Value Chains (GVC)s in developing countries, such 
as access to and use of natural resources, such as oil, mining and agriculture products is tremendous 
(UNCTAD, 2010). It allows smallholder farmers to participate in global economy through resource 
supply, production, processing, marketing, distribution and consumption. Also, they benefit from 
participation in GVCs, as it unpacks the opportunity to attain financial stability, increase productivity 
and expand their markets. 

However, because of smallholders' plot size and small production output, their role in the GVCs is 
often underestimated. Besides, the participation of smallholders in global value chain is challenging 
because it requires more managerial and financial resources to meet international standards. And, 
they are most vulnerable for economic, financial and food crises, as the decrease in demand, volatility 
of prices, or changing consumers preferences can negatively affect their positions in GVCs. 

Lead and advanced agricultural, agro-processing companies can support farmers in pre-chain to meet 
required standards. For example, Nestle has helped local suppliers in developing countries to meet 
better standards in agricultural produce, offering training and technical assistance in field care, post-
harvest practices, storage and transportation. The same assistance can be provided by Rural Advisory 
Services, and, under the public support programs/interventions, in the countries with high share of 
population depending on agriculture and food system. 

Small-scale production and resources, e.g. labor, agricultural product, like livestock and crops, 
provided by households and family farms is at the downstream of GVCs. Outsourcing these activities 
implies considerable advantages for downstream partners, mainly because they can rapidly cover 
demand of wholesalers and buyers while minimizing risks and investment in collecting channels. With 
such mechanism, the networks of smallholders are organized and it creates a channel for flowing 
returns and small-scale innovations back against providing inputs by smallholders. It also creates 
opportunities for small-scale suppliers, i.e. smallholder farmers to develop their competencies and 
skills to move to a new value chain. 

However, this requires more attention of big and key actors of the GVC to downstream actors, e.g. 
smallholders and small-scale producers; creating incentive mechanisms for that, and increase of 
awareness that agricultural and rural population are most vulnerable, sensitive and responsive to the 
changes, either those changes are positive or negative, either exogenous or endogenous. 

 

42. Huang Yanfang, CAAS, China  
The "APEC Food Security Training and Workshop" was started on September 7th, 2015 in Beijing, 
which was supported by China-APEC Cooperation Fund of Ministry of Finance and hosted by 
Agricultural Information Institute of Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences.  

The objective of this training and workshop was designed to expand the channels and platforms for 
the APEC economies and international organizations to exchange ideas on food security issues. It 
especially aimed to train and work with young researchers of APEC economies and enhance their 
research capacities on food security issues. Prof. Bingsheng Ke (President of China Agricultural 
University), Mr. Sixi Qu (Counsel of Department of International Cooperation of MOA), Ms. Weiqin 
Wang (Director of Department of International Cooperation of MOA), Ms. Dongxin Feng (Director 
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General of Department of International Cooperation of CAAS) and Prof. Tan Sun (Director General of 
Agricultural Information Institute) attended the opening ceremony. 

The topics of September 7th, 2015 were centered on (1)Agricultural development and food security 
issue in China;(2)Comprehensive food security measurement;(3)Assessment of food loss and waste. 
The detail information was as follows:  

(1) Agricultural development and food security in China 

Prof. Bingsheng Ke made a brief presentation on agricultural development and food issue in China, 
including current situation, major challenges and solutions. 

The share of agriculture has changed a lot. In 1980, agriculture sector shared 30% of GDP, 81% of 
population, 69% of employment, 20% of export and 15% of import; but in 2013 agriculture sector 
shares 9% of GDP, 45% or 65% of population, 30% of employment, 2.7% of export and 5.6% of import.  
At the same time, food share in household budget has also changed. In 1980, food shared 57% of urban 
household budgets and 62% of rural ones; but in 2013 food shared 36% of urban household budgets 
and 39% of rural ones. 

The grain production in China has increased in 11 consecutive years as well as net imports have 
soared. That is because demand for grain is more than production. In detail, population growth, 
income growth and rapid urbanization all stimulate demand for agricultural products. Especially, 
more demand for meat, eggs and milk has increased more demand for corn and soybean as feed. 

China faces the great challenges of feeding its growing population with declining land, water and other 
food production resources as well as increasing opportunity cost of labor and domestic food 
production cost.  Then, it is a problem how to produce more, better and safer food with less farmland, 
less water and less other resources. About the farmland, protection policy of farmland must be the 
solution. The water scarcity will be critical in north and northwest of China. Farm labor is declining 
due to migration to cities and rising in labor costs. And labor cost will continue to increase in the 
future.  

The way to secure the future is to increase domestic production, protect the farmland and improve the 
infrastructure, mechanization, science and technology, farm scale and public service.  

In conclusion, food security is a long term issue, particular for developing countries. Food demand will 
continue to rise and the production needs to be increased, mainly through yield improvement. 
International cooperation is necessary and important. 

(2) Comprehensive food security measurement  

Prof. Osama Koyama gave his presentation about compressive food security measurement. He defined 
food security based on three pillars: food availability, food access and food use. All of them are not 
independent. Whether viewed globally, within the nation, the state, or in local communities, food 
security is an essential, universal dimension of household and personal well-being. The deprivation of 
basic need represented by food insecurity and hunger are undesirable in their own right and also are 
possible precursors to nutritional, health, and developmental problems. Food security is commonly 
based on component, level and dimension to measure. Why measure food security? It’s because the 
food security measurement provides independent, more specific information on this dimension of 
well-being than can be inferred from income data alone.   

The key points were:  

(i) For measurement: food balance sheet is important; 

(ii) For food supply: we have to produce more for more people(9 billion); 

(iii) Water scarcity: China is physically physical water scarcity country; 
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(iv) In global situation: food demand will increase, but supply may be not; 

(v) Solution: we have to control population and limit demand, use vegetable base food intake and also 
increase food supply. 

(3) Assessment of food loss and waste 

Prof. Ching-Cheng Chang gave her speech about assessment of food loss and waste. According to FAO, 
food losses represent a waste of resources used in production such as land, water, energy and inputs. 
Producing food that will not be consumed leads to unnecessary CO2 emissions in addition to loss of 
economic value of the food produced. Economically avoidable food losses have a direct and negative 
impact on the income of both farmers and consumers. Given that many smallholders live on the 
margins of food insecurity, a reduction in food losses could have an immediate and significant impact 
on their livelihoods (Robert van O. and al.,2011). 

About one-third of edible parts of food produced for human consumption, which is about 1.3 billion 
tons per year, gets lost or wasted (Gustavasson, et al., 2011) 

Food losses refer to the decrease in edible food mass throughout the part of the supply chain that 
specifically leads to edible food for human consumption. Food losses could happen during the 
production, postharvest and processing stages in the food supply chain (Parfitt et al., 2010). Food 
losses occurring at the end of the food chain are rather called “food waste”, which relates to retailers’ 
and consumers’ behavior. (Parfitt et al., 2010).  

In the dairy sector high income countries witness their highest levels of loss and waste during the 
consumption phase, with estimated losses and waste at 7 percent of produce purchased. 4 percent 
losses are seen in the agricultural production phase with minimal losses and waste between the farm 
and retail. Middle income countries, however, see the highest levels of losses during agricultural 
production (over 20 percent), primarily due to poor cattle management and milking practices. 
Processing, distribution and consumption losses are also 5 percent and higher, reflecting technological 
and cold chain deficiencies, leading to losses and shorter storage and shelf-lives of products. Low 
income countries reported their highest loss levels during processing, due to poor sanitation and 
primitive technologies  

There were challenges for Asia-Pacific: in developing countries, causes of food losses and waste in 
developing countries were primarily linked to financial, managerial and technical limitations in 
harvesting techniques, storage and cooling facilities in difficult climatic conditions, as well as in 
infrastructure, packaging and marketing systems. There is a need of compressive research results to 
deal with this. In developed countries, strict hygiene and safety rules inhibit recovery of uneaten 
food. Costly to reduce loss or to safely collect, store, and transport food to food banks. Change in 
consumption pattern.  

Before do the assessment of food loss, something needs to be prepared. First , defined the area and 
make investigation of the product. Second, the methodology and procedure. Like a production, 
loss also has quantity and quality aspect (e.g: of bananas), the package need more technology to 
reduce the loss. The same for mangoes ‘tree, reduce the tree height to make it accessible for everyone 
and for consumption. Fisheries also have some issue in food loss. In many countries, some part of 
fishes is put away, because is not edible for some people, but in other countries, all fishes is good for 
eating. By product: In china, blood of pigs for example is edible and may not eatable in some country. 
Third, collect the data and finally the results. 

Two common methodologies used for assessing the food loss: Commodity System Analysis (CSA), 
based on Postharvest and marketing data. Quantity and quality is important for this study; Mass Flow 
Model (MFM), based on available food balance sheet data. 
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The first day of this workshop was really fruitful for all of participants. On the one hand, full 
knowledge of present policies and their impacts on food production, stability of supply, trade, and 
household food security are essential to design appropriate policy measures and the institutional 
framework to improve food security.  One the other hand, food balance sheet is important for 
measurement of food security in the practice. In addition, special attention needs to be paid to the food 
loss and waste. 

 

43. Stulina Galina International Fund for the Aral Sea , Kazakhstan  

1. How can smallholder farmers benefit from global value chains? 

They can grow ecologically green products that generate high profit 

 2. What is the most striking example of measures that have improved Food security and 
Nutrition in your country in the last decade? 
 
The government has changed cropping patterns and decided to stop growing single-crop of cotton in 
order to address food security challenges and grow grain crops and vegetables.   

According to Decree of the President of Uzbekistan No. UP 4041 “About measures for optimization of 
crop areas and increase of food production” of 20 October 2008, the actual cotton area was reduced by 
78,100 ha (5.7%) in 2009. At the same time, the area under spiked cereals extended by 49,000 ha, and 
the area of vegetables and fruits and oilseeds increased by  29,100 ha. In 2011, the cotton area was 
reduced by 109,600 or by 7.2%. 

Dynamics of supply with main foodstuffs per capita (based on medical standards),  % 

Foodstuff 2005 2010 2012 2013 Change, % 
Wheat 99.2 106.0 102.3 104.6 5.4 
Potato 64.7 109.0 126.6 136.3 71.6 
Vegetables 123.1 204.1 238.8 257.9 134.8 
Fruits 47.3 78.4 89.8 97.5 50.2 
Grapes 176.3 249.6 291.4 314.4 138.1 
Cucurbits 119.9 211.7 242.9 262.8 142.9 
Meat 52.5 66.8 73.1 76.9 24.4 
Milk 105.9 131.8 149.3 158.6 52.7 
Eggs 25.4 36.3 44.0 48.9 23.5 

3. What are the challenges for policy implementation in your country related to food security 
research? 

In terms of policy, the country should orient towards green growth in agriculture. Taking into account 
water scarcity and the need for transboundary water cooperation, it is necessary to develop integrated 
water resources management in the Central Asia region.  
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 Because of insufficient supply and consumption of milk and meat based on the national medical 
standards, it is necessary to developed livestock and diary sectors. To this end, the area under fodder 
crops needs to be increase and non-irrigated pastures need to be reclaimed.  

4. How can we ensure the participation of youth in the wider food security dialogue? 

Uzbekistan has the system of secondary and higher education and a lot of agricultural colleges and 
institutes. For special food security training, it is necessary to organize youth forums on how to grow 
and consume rationally food.    

Dr.Stulina Galina 
Leading Researcher 
Scientific - Information Center  SIC ICWC 

 

44. Zhongmin Gao, Chinese Academy of Agriculture Sciences, China 

First, thanks to the organizers for giving us the opportunity to share opinions with young researchers 
on agriculture from different countries and different backgrounds. It's a good workshop!!! and the part 
of group work is pretty good; everyone can really join in the discussion. Although it's not very common 
in China, I think most of participants enjoy in the group work. 

And I want to know: 

1. What is the definition of "organic farm" of china? Are there some differences between China 
and Europe? If so, what is the main difference? How to narrow the gap? 

2. The sustainable agriculture is a hot topic. We usually discuss about the environmental or 
resource agriculture, but to a certain extent, the sustainable agriculture is not an "effective 
"system of agriculture production in China with more input but less output. So, how to make 
such systems appealing to economies in developing countries? 

Last I share the food systems outcomes. I think it's helpful to think about the sustainable agriculture 
and food system. 

 

45. B Cole, National Algae Association, United States of America 

Small farmers can benefit from the global algae value chain of co-products for nutraceutical Omega 3 
EPA/DHA, cosmetics, food, feed, fertilizer and bioplastics at the same time sequestering CO2. 

Algae farms can be built on non-arable land, recycle 80% of water used and sequester CO2.  

It's renewable, has no effect on the food channel and consumes CO2. 

Algae can also be used to clean wastewater. Today high school students are growing algae using off-
the-shelf existing algae production technologies. For a global conversation feel free to contact: 
info@nationalalgaeassociation.com  
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46. Emile Houngbo, Agricultural University of Ketou (UAK), Benin 

La question centrale à notre avis est celle de la pauvreté élevée qui règne au sein des petits exploitants 
et le retard dans la transition agricole dans certaines régions du monde, notamment en Afrique et en 
Asie. Autrement dit, pour assurer la sécurité alimentaire et nutritionnelle des petits exploitants du 
monde, il faudra veiller à la réduction de la pauvreté, et surtout de la pauvreté chronique, en leur sein 
et mettre en place des politiques économiques qui favorisent la transition agricole, c’est-à-dire la 
réduction progressive de la part de l’agriculture dans le produit intérieur brut (PIB) et la population 
active. A cet effet, il serait utile de promouvoir l’agroécologie envers ces petites exploitations et 
prendre des mesures pertinentes pour valoriser les produits agroécologiques sur le marché, 
comparativement aux produits agricoles conventionnels. Ce faisant, ce serait en même une stratégie 
d’atténuation de l’insécurité alimentaire et nutritionnelle, de réduction de la pauvreté et d’adaptation 
aux changements climatiques. Mais, il faut rappeler que dans cette entreprise de promotion agricole, il 
est de plus en plus recommandé de tenir compte de l’hétérogénéité de la classe que constituent les 
petites exploitations agricoles. Hazell (2013) distinguait à ce sujet trois groupes de petites 
exploitations agricoles : 

1) les petites exploitations agricoles commerciales, qui sont déjà connectées avec succès aux chaînes 
de valeur, ou elles pourraient y parvenir avec un peu d’aide. Ce groupe comprend des agriculteurs à 
temps plein ou à temps partiel ; 

2) les  petites  exploitations  agricoles  en  transition, qui disposent  ou  disposeront  bientôt 
d’opportunités non-agricoles favorables. Elles seraient en meilleure situation si elles abandonnaient 
complètement l’agriculture ou tiraient la majeure partie de leurs revenus d’activités hors-exploitation. 
La plupart des agriculteurs en transition quitteront  probablement  l’agriculture,  ce  n’est  qu’une  
question  de  temps  et  de manière. Ceux qui resteront seront agriculteurs à temps partiel et seront 
sans doute assez peu tournés vers le marché ; 

3) les petites exploitations agricoles de subsistance, qui sont marginalisées pour diverses raisons 
difficiles à changer, comme la discrimination ethnique, la contamination par le virus du sida ou leur 
implantation dans des régions reculées, au potentiel agricole limité. Nombre de ces facteurs 
empêchent ces agriculteurs d’entrer dans la catégorie des exploitations en transition. Ils vendent 
fréquemment une petite part de leur production au moment de la récolte, pour gagner de l’argent, 
mais ils restent invariablement, sur l’ensemble de l’année, acheteurs nets de nourriture. 

L’importance relative de ces trois groupes de petites exploitations varie considérablement d’une 
région à l’autre. D’où, la nécessité d’adapter les interventions à leurs contextes. 

 

47. Samesh Adhikari, CAAS, China 

Brief Summary of September 8 and September 9 Training and Workshop 

Summary of September 8th Training 
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Summary of Presentation given by Professor Dr. Xianping Jia “Regoverning agrifood market and 
transforming agricultural production in China: from smallholders to pluralistic large farms” 

The 2nd day morning was begun with presentation by Professor Dr. Xiangping Jia from Northwest 
Agriculture and Forestry University on a very interesting topic relevant to “government policies in 
agrifood market and how it transformed agricultural production in China”. The presentation detailed 
about the contribution from smallholders to large supermarkets in this transition in the country. He 
mentioned that family farming has very effective role in agricultural production system in China as 
well as it has mixed opportunities and challenges to overcome. Opportunities: are as such ecological 
production process by nature, more efficient than hired labor, farmers organization is primarily 
subject to family governance, justice and equity is an issue of political argument and as whole small 
but beautiful. The Challenges are mainly transaction cost related to individual smallholder farmers are 
prohibited, new-wave of transformed agrofood market, farmers have to confront a rapidly changing 
technological environment in which substantial inefficiencies may arise, ecology-poverty trap.  

He has shared two of his case studies in transformation of agriculture in China. Among them, firstly, he 
presented a case study on dairy crisis in China which was the addition of Melanin in milk and China 
marked it as the dark time dairy sector of China. During this crisis moment, Chinese government took 
actions in several ways, like: 

• Subsidies in the farm level 
• Changes in marketing policies, e.g. forbidding mobile brokers 
• Changes in production policies, e.g. encouraged farmers to move from backyard to Cow 

Complex/hotel (traditional to formal) 

In the 2nd case study, he shared about the initiative in China on fragmented agrifood chain. He 
mentioned that China has started cooperative farming in 2006. From a survey among 157 farmers in 
five provinces he found that only 23%of them engaged them in modern super markets, modern 
marketing channels shoed better choice for the farmers. 

Agrofood chain is getting better coordination through farmers Professionals Cooperative (FPCs). 
However, the coordination of agrofood market through FPCs in China is maintained by impersonal 
rules and relational agreements. It is challenging to assure traceability and food safety. Brand becomes 
an important asset specificity of reputation for FPCs to achieve vertical coordination with contracts. 
Certification to food safety and quality standards, however, is not facilitating the vertical contracts. 
Chian`s farm Organizations are being backward integrated by agribusiness companies (of processing, 
trading, agr-chemical, etc.). Decision-making within FPCs in China is still decentralized to individual 
farmers. However, there is a trend that the decision rights of marketing rights tend to be collectively in 
right-value sector. The governance structure of FPCs inn transition China presents hybrid forms of 
both hierarchy and family farming, and there exist dynamic and multiple trajectories. Government 
policies (direct subsidies on initiation) are limited in promoting. In conclusion, family farm is till the 
dominant system of agricultural production in China. However, a variety of new forms of production 
are emerging, leading to pluralistic system. Family farms travels on multiple trajectories with local 
viability. China faces mixed opportunities and challenges to transform the smallholder farming to large 
one. 

Summary of Presentation given by Dr. Risti Permani in Food Chain Development: 
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Next Presentation was given by Dr. Risti Permani who is from Global Food Studies, University of 
Adelaide has presented interesting research outcomes on how food value chain needs to be developed. 
In her presentation, she termed Marketing Good Policy as: 

• Relevance                  
• Political economy 
• Efficient                    
• partnership 
• Regional view                       
• Smallholders 
• Information               
• Whole of chain 

In Indonesia, retail sales value growth increased from 2007 to 2012 which was highest in convenience 
store. She explained the current trend of dairy value chain in Indonesia. She added that we need 
increase in importance of standards in Indonesia, China and USA difference in standard, qualities and 
traceability may varied. It is also very important to know that there is always a lead firm and vertical 
coordination in supply chain. Form her personal experience, product differentiation is a interesting 
point in value chain like milk for pregnant women (maternal milk) which she meant that farmers 
should produce what consumers want to produce. She suggested to follow value chain demand pull 
rather than traditional supply push that may bring sustainability in the market. According to her 
presentation, the complexity of value chain depends on: the number of ways in which the commodity 
is being utilized (and thus transformed); whether it can be stored; how widely it is distributed (e.g. 
locally consumed vs export) and the number of different participants. 

The most interesting change is shifting from domestically oriented to globally integrated. Among what 
essential changes needs are in coordination, attention in middle segment (hidden middle), Govt. vs. 
Govt. interactions and governance analysis. There are few steps in Value Chain (VC) Analysis: i) 
mapping value chain, ii) determine the demand and supply condition of the value chain, iii) determine 
the dominant coordination arrangement(s) in VC, iv) analyze how target populations participate in the 
VC, v) identify rules and regulations, vi) analyses the impact of rules on VC participants (including 
enforcement, rewards and sanctions), vii) analysis target sector knowledge and awareness of rules, 
norms and standards, and indentify key gaps, viii) analyze how information and services are provided 
internally through the VC and externally. 

The success factors for strengthening smallholder-buyer business models within VC includes: 

• Non-politically aligned organizations 
• High quality service provision 
• Social and enterprise strategies 
• Network membership 
• Focus on core business 
• Low cost value additional through organizational innovations 
• There is no “one-size-fits-all” 
• Understand the needs and risks of agribusiness companies. 
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She mentioned, among the future challenges top priority should be nutrition-sensitive value chain and 
ensure sustainable food value chain in manner that is profitable throughout, has broad-based benefits 
for society, and does not permanently deplete natural resources. 

Connecting the value chain is an important issue. For an example, she told about her personal 
experience that in cocoa farmers in rural community (in Vanuatu) of Indonesia did not know where 
their beans went and what is the test of chocolate. It is necessary to build partnership with public 
sectors. For instance, she found a new model in Indonesia was dairy farms produce yoghurt and 
introduce it to school program in their locality. 

In a conclusion, Dr. Permani recommended: 

• A whole of chain concept: upstream, midstream and downstream approach 
• Broad focus of value development 
• There no “one-size-fits-all” which means to highly consider the local culture context 
• Constant dialogue with stakeholders to met industry demands 
• Strong role of research and policy communities to alleviate constraints. 

Summary of Presentation given by  Prof. Dr. XiaoLin Wang.   

Dr. XiaoLin Wang gave his presentation on “Policy on accurate Multidimensional poverty alleviation in 
China”. He highlighted that poverty in China is closely related with the concept of “Sustainable 
Development”. He began his discourse with the notion that if poverty is only attributed to US$1.25 per 
day, although the measurement issues will be easier, but the income concept does not successfully link 
with the idea of “sustainable development”. If we have to decrease the poverty rate especially in rural 
areas, we have to link together two concepts, “Sustainable development” and “Poverty Reduction”. 

Along the lines of Sustainable development, Oxford University developed Multidimensional Poverty 
Index. That is one step closer to link Sustainable development and poverty reduction. Oxford 
university defined that health, education and living standard should be measured to calculate poverty 
and not only based on income or consumption. Although the larger Multidimensional Poverty index 
has 10 indicators, in short, health income and consumption captures the essence of poverty better 
than $1.25 per day. This multidimensional poverty index is an starting point to combine poverty 
reduction with sustainable development. 

The Chinese meaning of poverty compromises two words “Pin” and “Kun”. While Pin is the income 
aspect Kun reflects social wellbeing. So, the Chinese thinking of poverty is not always associated with 
income only. Thus China government is more focused on sustainable development along with poverty 
reduction. People need to have social, natural and environment rights besides improving their income 
level to jump out from poverty level. 

At the end participants raised question to understand “what is the meaning of poverty in their own 
language? Does it capture only income or other aspects like in Chinese language as well?” Most of the 
languages reflected that it is associated with wealth unlike in Chinese language. 

Summary of Presenation given by Dr. Max Blanck. 

Dr Max Blanck gave presentation on “Involving stakeholders in the food security policy debate: 
experiences from the Global forum on the food security and nutrition”. Dr Blanck begun his 
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presentation by exploring why stakeholders are important in food security debate and who are 
stakeholders and who are not stakeholders? He gave several definitions to distinguish stakeholders 
from non-stakeholders and discussed ways on how we can include different stakeholders in the food 
security policy debate. He emphasized that stakeholders are consulted while designing the whole 
process of policy and not just taken stakeholder consultation as a part of public relation. He gave 
examples of various countries from west Africa to central Asia on how FAO is engaging in stakeholder 
consultation. 

Dr. Blanck emphasized that online consultation is also an effective way of engaging stakeholders and 
with less cost good arguments can be generated online. Thus, FAO has created the Global forum on 
food security and Nutrition where different issues related to food security can be discussed. 

Participants basically raised question in the online whether it is possible to have onsight language 
translation facility as comments are in different language. It has been experienced that first few 
comments are in one language, say for example French, all other comments will be in French. So 
language translation facility can solve that problem to include other language speaking participants 
also. 

Also, how do we make sure that the online opinion is representative of the people as only a fraction of 
population participates in it. Dr. Blanck replied that while they do not want to see online as 
representative, FAO is more concerned with the quality of the discussion. 

Summary of the September 9th Training  

Summary of Presentation given by Professor Guo Pei 

In the first part of this session, Professor Guo Pei, Dean of the College of Economics and Management 
of China Agricultural University gave a long speech on financial support for poverty reduction in China. 
He states that agricultural financing remains a prevalent problem among all the developing nations. In 
order to further develop the rural areas to reduce poverty, the Chinese Government has promulgated a 
number of monetary and fiscal policies to support agricultural financing, which include discounted 
loans, microcredit, subsidies, etc. Although financing conditions for agriculture have significantly 
improved after introducing these policies, still more can be done in the future. Professor Guo’s speech 
was followed by an active discussion among all the young professionals present. Professionals abroad 
have also shown their particular interest in China’s agricultural financing policies. 

Summary of the Presentation given by Dr. Robin Bourgeois. 

After a coffee break, the second part of the session began, which features Dr. Robin Bourgeois, the 
Senior Officer at the Global Forum on Agricultural Research, and his training on getting young 
professionals thinking about the futures of agriculture. He emphasizes that young professionals are 
not only expected to predict the future, but also have foresight of the future. Foresight is one step 
beyond prediction, and it means to explore, intervene and influence. It does not only forecast the 
trends, but the breaks, ruptures, disruptions and discontinuities as well. Following Dr. Robin’s line of 
thinking, young professionals were divided into six groups to practice the use of foresight in six 
different scenarios, namely rural stations/ghettos, rural poles, rural continuums, rural niches, urban 
farming and farming cities. Each group engaged in a half-hour discussion and then exchanged their 
results with other groups. Dr. Robin’s training method of combining theory and practice was widely 
acclaimed by the participants. 
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In the end, Professor Fengying Nie, Director of the International Division of the Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences, delivered the closing remarks of the training session. She hopes that through 
this training session, young professionals will not only learn knowledge and skills, but also some new 
ideas, new ways of thinking to inspire their agricultural career in the future. She also adds that the end 
of this training session is also a beginning, a beginning of the long friendship among all the participants 
from various countries. From this training onwards, young professionals can still learn from each 
other in their lifelong agricultural undertakings. 

 

48. Rui Gu, China 

APEC Food Security Training and Workshop" was held in Beijing from September 7-9, 2015, which 
was supported by China-APEC Cooperation Fund of the Ministry of Finance and hosted by Agricultural 
Information Institute (All) of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences.  

Please see the summary of the workshop, and the list of participants.  

You are warmly welcomed to share your views on food security with us.  

Thank you. 

 

49. Rui Gu, China 

The "APEC Food Security Training and Workshop" was held in Beijing from September 7-9,2015, 
which was supported by China-APEC Cooperation Fund of the Ministry of Finance and hosted by 
Agricultural Information Institute (AII) of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences. 

Please find the presentations of speakers by following the links below. 

You are welcomed to give us your comments. Thank you. 

Presentations Day 1 (Koyama, Chang) 

Presentations Day 2 (Jia, Permani) 

Presentations Day 2 (Wang, Blanck) 

Presentations Day 3 (Pei, Nie, Bourgeois) 

 

50. Max Blanck, FAO, Italy 

Dear all, 

http://www.fao.org/fsnforum
http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/sites/default/files/resources/Summary%20of%20the%20APEC%20Food%20Security%20Training%20and%20Workshop_0.pdf
http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/sites/default/files/resources/List%20of%20participants.pdf
http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/sites/default/files/files/120_FSN_APEC/Sep_7a.pdf
http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/sites/default/files/files/120_FSN_APEC/Sep_8a.pdf
http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/sites/default/files/files/120_FSN_APEC/Sep_8b.pdf
http://www.fao.org/fsnforum/sites/default/files/files/120_FSN_APEC/Sep_9a.pdf
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I had the honour and pleasure to take part in the APEC Food Security Workshop and would like to 
share some thoughts. 

Food Security as we understand it today is defined as “existing when all people, at all times, have 
physical and economic access to sufficient safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and 
food preferences for an active and healthy life”. 

From this definition we can deduct that food security bases itself on four main dimensions: the physics 
availability of food, the economic and physical access to it, the possibility to utilize the food (dietary 
practices, food preparation, health, etc.) and the stability of the three previous dimensions over time. 

Now, given the complex nature of food security and the vast differences between the APEC economies 
it is clear that the challenges faced are extremely diverse. APEC reunites mature market economies, 
countries in transition and developing countries across various climatic zones and with populations 
ranging from 1.3 billion in China to less than 0.5 million in Brunei and Papua New Guinea. 

It is therefore clear that policies aiming at ensuring food security need to be fundamentally different in 
each member economy. An urban resident in Sydney will have very different priorities and ways to 
feed himself and his family than those available to a farmer in a remote rural village in Peru. However, 
the responsibilities of the governments remain the same. They need to put in place policies that create 
an environment in which citizens can be foods secure according to all four dimensions. In this sense, 
APEC economies can learn a lot from each other. Being in very different stages of development and 
employing different types of government, there is a true treasure trove of experience. 

Could the poorer countries learn from China and the fantastic success it had in lifting people out of 
food insecurity over the last decades? But would this approach work as well in a society with a 
different socioeconomic background? Is a liberal trade system the best way to follow? But how can 
poorer countries then protect their own nascent economies and agricultural sectors? Should we focus 
more on private or public investment? While the answers to question such as these are far from easy 
to find, by looking at what other countries did and the results they had can provide some valuable 
guidance. Meeting like the one organized by CAAS and this discussion are valuable exactly because 
they allow for such an exchange. Let’s take advantage of the remaining days to share how our own 
countries have addressed food insecurity and explore what we, as young professionals and students 
can do to draw the right lessons from the past. 

Let’s keep the ideas flowing 

Max 

 

51. Eric Kimbembe, CAAS, Congo 

Young Africans want to make the maximum effort to secure food from their work but they face some 
barrier to achieve this level of security that would come in the form of support from the African 
Government or private actors and NGOs whose mission is to support its youth actively while providing 
advanced equipment to boost further the roles they want to play for food security. 

The conferences that are happening, in different rooms to educate young in the field of Agriculture 
lack a bit of innovation and according to my proposals as young as I am. That is why these conferences 
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should be conducted jointly with practice in each area of the field with programs that enable 
participants to acquire additional technical knowledge (technologies) to be present at conferences to 
issues young people who attend different conference FAO interaction of theory and practice of 
Agricultural challenges and especially the practice must implement advanced equipment of games 
available to them for their satisfaction. 

 

52. Aigo Alun, AII CAAS, China 

I think the key to the participation of youth in the wider food security dialogue is that youth have to 
know "what is food security" , "why does people have to face food insecurity" and "the situation of food 
security".  

We have to take some measures to attract their attention to food security. So the question is "what 
measures should we take to attract their attention" ,"how to attract their attention" or "What condition 
should we create for them to pay attention to food security". The condition maybe television 
commercials, brochures about food insecurity, or a course in school and college. 

 

53. Olumide Odeyemi, Australia 

Youth can participate in food security dialogue by deliberate involvement of youth in food security 
discussion. Youth should be enlightened on their importance on socio-economic development of their 
nation. Open forums on food security to engage youth should be held. 

 

54. Aimée Hampel-Milagrosa, German Development Institute, Germany 

What I would like to share relates to the first question on How can smallholder farmers benefit from 
global value chains? and partly to the second question on What are the challenges for policy 
implementation in your country related to food security research? 

I will refer to our experience at the German Development Institute, where I am leading a project that 
evaluates the impact of agricultural economic corridor development on poverty, employment, land 
tenure, productivity and food security. Although my main focus is on the Nacala in Mozambique, one 
component of my project is the comparison of the Nacala corridor with the Greater Mekong Subregion 
East West Economic Corridor (GMS EWEC) that traverses Myanmar, Thailand, Lao PDR and Vietnam. I 
will also refer to our recently concluded project on enterprise upgrading where we looked at factors 
that affected the growth of micro and small enterprises in the Philippines, Egypt and India. Finally, I 
will also refer to another recently concluded project on FDI in retail in India. 

Smallholder farmers benefit tremendously from being integrated into global value chains. The learning 
that occurs when farmers are integrated into GVCs is a key component to their growth. Farmers learn 
about standards (for example, on chemical use), how to increase productivity (on seeds, farming 
techniques and practices), new technology (on machineries or mechanization) and even on 
communication (for example, the benefits of cooperatives, networking, ICT for agriculture). The 
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downside of this is when smallholders could not be integrated into GVCs because they simply could  
not change production systems to adapt to higher standards or higher productivity levels because it is 
expensive, complicated or time intensive. However, even in this sense, policy makers could help 
farmers be competitive by supporting their venture into other employment opportunities such as 
becoming traders or self employed into non-agricultural or semi-agricultural businesses. Global value 
chains simply open up doors for smallholders and provides them the option to select what they think 
will improve their situation. 

The problem is the HOW. Firstly there needs to be more high-quality tailored food security-related 
research in APEC. More funding should be provided to conduct relevant research that translates into 
implementable policies for the region. These researches should set out from the beginning, a 
monitoring and evaluation element as well as a pathways to impact component, such that, from the 
beginning the research envisions what kind of impact (and to whom) it will create. Secondly, knowing 
that food security research in the APEC is uncommon, knowledge management is critical. I am not 
aware if there is a consotium or an institution that gathers and manages all the food security 
knowledge that is available for the region. This should be one of the priorities in the APEC. 

Thank you very much! 

Dr. Aimée Hampel-Milagrosa 

Senior Researcher 

 

55. Koffi Allado, Université de Lomé, Togo 
[Original contribution in English] 

Bonjour, 

Merci pour l'opportunité. 

Pour moi, pour que les petits agriculteurs soient écoutés et mieux pris en compte, ils doivent se 
constituer en groupes pour pouvoir faire le poids. Par exemple, si nous prenons un produit agricole qui 
doit être vendu, plus les offreurs sont nombreux, plus les acquéreurs (peu nombreux généralement 
dans les zones de production) auront la chance de monopoliser le marché. C'est un exemple parmi tant 
d'autres pour dire que la promotion des coopératives/groupements agricole serait un véritable atout 
pour les petits producteurs. Ceci sera possible quand les agriculteurs seront éduqués et informés. 
Quand ils verront leurs intérêts en jeu, ils décideront eux-mêmes. 

L'exemple le plus innovant dans mon pays le Togo au cours de ces dernières années en matière de 
sécurité alimentaire est sans doute le PNIASA (Programme National d'Investissement Agricole et de 
Sécurité Alimentaire). Composé de trois grands projets, ce programme du ministère de l'agriculture a 
permis au pays de tout relancer dans l'agriculture. Contrairement au passé, on voit de plus en plus 
l'implication de l'Etat dans les questions de développement de l'agriculture. En effet, à travers des 
actions concrètes d'appui direct aux agriculteurs, tout le monde commence par prendre au sérieux 
l'activité. La preuve, il de nos jours des centaines de micro-entreprises agricoles. 
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Toutefois si nous voulons parler de la sécurité alimentaire au Togo, je dirai que mon pays est encore à 
ses débuts. Avec généralement deux repas par jour, les Togolais vivent la malnutrition et la sous 
nutrition. Cette déclaration du ministre de l'agriculture du Togo en 2008 je cite: " 1/3 de la population 
togolaise souffre de malnutrition chronique" est une confirmation. Qui parle de sécurité alimentaire 
évoque la disponibilité, l'accessibilité et la qualité des aliments dont se nourrissent les populations. Les 
efforts entrepris et que je salue personnellement doivent continuer et s'accentuer pour le bonheur de 
tous. 

Merci. 

ALLADO Koffi, 

Ecole Supérieure d'Agronomie de l'Université de Lomé. 

[English translation] 

Good day! 

Thank you for this opportunity 

For me, so that small farmers are heard and taken more into account, they should form groups in order to 
carry weight.  For example, if we take an agricultural product that must be sold, the greater the number 
of sellers, the more the buyers (often few in the areas of production) will have the chance to monopolize 
the market. It is just one example among so many others to demonstrate that the promotion of 
agricultural cooperatives/groups would be a real advantage for small producers. This will be possible 
when farmers are educated and informed. When they see their interests at stake, they will decide for 
themselves. 

The most innovative example in Togo, my country,  in the last few years in terms of food security is 
without doubt the PNIASA (Programme National d'Investissement Agricole et de Sécurité Alimentaire) 
[National Program for Farming and Food Security Investments, Togo]. Made up of three main projects, 
this program from the Ministère de l'Agriculture [Ministry of Agriculture] has enabled the country to 
entirely recommit to agriculture.  Contrary to what happened in the past, we see more and more State 
involvement in matters of agricultural development. Indeed, through concrete actions in support of 
farmers, everyone starts to take the activity seriously. The proof, there are now hundreds of farming 
micro-enterprises. 

At the same time, if we wish to talk about food security in Togo, I will say that my country is still 
beginning. With generally two meals a day, the Togolese are still malnourished and undernourished. This 
quotation from a declaration by the Minister of Agriculture in Togo in 2008: "a third of the Togolese 
population suffers from chronic malnutrition" is in confirmation. To speak of food security raises the 
issues of availability, accessibility and quality of the food on which the population feeds. The efforts taken, 
and which I personally salute, must continue and intensify for everyone´s well-being. 

Thank you. 

ALLADO Koffi, 

Ecole Supérieure d'Agronomie de l'Université de Lomé. [University of Lome, Agricultural School]. 

 

56. Dosse Sossouga, Amis des Etrangers au Togo (ADET), Togo 
[Original contribution in French] 
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Vous savez, l'agriculture africaine repose généralement sur les petits agriculteurs (plus 70% de la 
population) qui utilisent souvent des terres arables dont ils sont héritiers de leurs parents. Alors, 
l'utilisation individuelle de ces terres est le principe observable partout. C'est ainsi que chaque 
agriculteur produit pour sa subsistance. 

- Pour aider ces agriculteurs à produire beaucoup pour lutter contre l'insérurité alimentaire, il faut 
d'abord résoudre le problème de changement climatique qui affecte dangereusement leur cultures, les 
orienter vers l'agriculture moderne qu'ils ne connaisaient pas: donc les éduquer, les former,  leurs 
donner un accès facile aux crédits agricoles, aux perticides de qualité, aux angrais. Une assistante 
tehnique s'impose pour accroitre leur rentabilité. Les ingénieurs agronomes doivent désormais se 
retrouver aux champs et non dans les bureaux. 

- Au Togo, les crédits octroyés aux petits agriculteurs sont recouvrés en nature par la structure prévu 
par le gouvernement. Mais avec les aléas climatiques les petits agriculteurs se nourissent de la 
pauvreté, de la malnutition, de l'insécurité alimentaire etc... 

- Pour des recherches en matière de sécurité alimentaire, le Togo a des défis à relever. 

- Bien que la jeunesse de la zone rurale a souvent la volonté de se consacrer à l'agriculture, la non 
maîtrise du climat, les pluies qui se rarifient en saison pluvieuse, les mauvaises saisons les 
découragent et beaucoup d'entre eux se convertissent en conducteurs de taxi - moto. Donc, pour les 
redynamiser il faut lutter contre le changement climatique, developper une politique de reboisement, 
lutter pour la reforestation, assurer la production agricole, motiver les agriculteurs, eduquer et former 
les jeunes et professionaliser l'agriculture avec tout les atouts liés de la vieillesse. Les groupements 
agricoles sont aussi un bon canal pour la jeunesse. Et pour se faire entendre, c'est mieux que les petits 
agriculteurs se constituent en associations d'agriculteurs. 

 

[English translation] 

- As you know, African agriculture depends generally on small farmers (more than 70% of the 
population) often using arable land inherited from their parents. So individual use of this land is the 
principal observed everywhere. Thus, each farmer produces for his own subsistence. 

- To help these farmers to produce more to fight food insecurity, one has to solve the problem of climate 
change which seriously damages their crops, and direct them towards modern methods of agriculture 
with which they are not familiar: therefore educate them, give them instruction, give them easy access to 
agricultural credit, high quality pesticides and seeds. A technical adviser is essential to increase their 
profitability. Agricultural engineers should from now on be present in the field and not behind a desk. 

- In Togo, credits granted to small farmers are repaid in kind by the structure put in place by government. 
But with the climate risks, small farmers provide for themselves through poverty, malnutrition and food 
insecurity, etc. 

- In terms of research on food security, Togo faces some challenges. 

- Although youth in rural areas are often willing to commit themselves to agriculture, the climate has not 
been mastered, the rains do not come in the rainy season, the bad seasons, discourage them and many 
have become moto - taxi drivers. Therefore, in order to revitalize them we must fight against climate 
change, fight for reforestation, consolidate agricultural production, motivate farmers, lead and give 
training to the young and professionalize farming with all the experience that comes with old age. 
Agricultural associations are also a good way for the young to go. And to make themselves heard it is 
preferable for small farmers to form farmers associations. 
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57. Yingya Yu, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, China 
To ensure the youth's participation, I think we should do something in several aspects. First,  
universities, research institutes should give more chances to youngers, such as the APEC Food Security 
Training and Workshop.  

Through this event, everyone has learned a lot about food security, and in a more profound way 
compared to learning with books and papers by ourselves. What's more, it's necessary to improve the 
awareness of food security of the youth through all kinds of means. Last but not least, the youth 
themselves should be more active to participate in the wider food security dialogue. 

 

58. Comfort Mare, University of Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe 
Dear all 

I would like to respond to the question on; How can we ensure the participation of youth in the wider 
food security dialogue? 

First of all i think for the youth to actively participate in food security dialogues, they need to be 
exposed to food security issues, and have a clue regarding to whats going on around and how 
important it is so as to capture their interest. Capturing the interest of the youth to food security issues 
need them being engaged or exposed to such issues at young ages especially in the early grades of 
various education systems so that they have an appreciation of food security issues early . The result is 
that if many of them develop an interest in food security at a young age, then a greater proportion of 
them will likely be able to take courses to do with agriculture and food security at tertiary level of 
education and eventually develop their careers around those subjects. For example i have just learnt 
that in Zimbabwe agriculture has been added as a compulsory subject in primary school, and i think it 
is out of that consideration to make students grow with an appreciation of agriculture and food 
security issues.  

Therefore in conclusion, ensuring participation of the youth in the wider food security dialogue should 
be viewed as a long term process which does not happen overnight but starts with developing their 
interest over time as they grow from childhood. 

Kind regards 

Comfort Mare 

 

59. Alphin Lin, Fujian Medical University, China 
Dear Friends, 

It's my honor to participate in the discussion of Food security and nutrition. 

With the development of society, people gradually pursuit the physical and mental health not merely 
emphasis on the mental wealth, which lead to them take measures to prevent from disease, while food 
security and nutrition is the most basic condition they need. Youths can be as communicators of the 
knowledge about food security and nutrition to transfer to their families, relatives, and friends and so 
on. 

Therefore, it is of importance to provide a platform for youths obtaining the relative knowledge. 
Firstly, the platform is easy for them to find. Secondly, the specific measures on the platform can be 
practiced at ease and convenience. 
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Yours sincerely 

Alphin 

 

60. Nie Fengying, Agriculture Information Institute, CAAS, China and facilitator of the 
discussion 

Dear colleagues, 

APEC food security Training and Workshop was recently concluded in Beijing from September 7 to 9, 
2015. More than 60 experts and young researchers attended this training and workshop. The 
participants came from different 12 APEC countries like Chile, Peru, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, 
Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand and Vietnam and 9 non APEC economies.  As a new beginning, an 
online discussion has been also created jointly with FAO Food Security network forum where 59 
enthusiastic people from different parts of the world contributed to online discussion about the issues 
related to this workshop. This experience was also highly helpful. As the head of organizing committee, 
I would like to thank everybody who took part and contributed in this training workshop and also 
online discussions. 

Today, we live in an integrated world and our learning and experiences are valuable to each other. By 
coming together, I believe, APEC economy has made a noble beginning of sharing experiences. I am 
pleased to share with you that we were successfully able to share with each other about different 
emerging issues like food value chain, market and trade, food security and nutrition, resilience and 
foresights. The experts’ presentation on the workshop is well appreciated and I would like to 
particularly thank the speakers also.  The presentations are posted in this online discussion for further 
interactive communication as well. 

The training and workshop for food security scholars in the APEC economies is the beginning only and 
it is a part of the large scale ongoing food security training program undertaken by our institute at 
CAAS. We look forward to building a scholars’ database along with discussing and putting forward 
scientific, reasonable and widely used method and system to measure and monitor food security 
policy in future. We hope our path will cross soon in future. 

Thank you all.  

Prof. Nie Fengying 

Director International Division 

Agriculture Information Institute 

Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 
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